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The AFP Experiment
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AFP (ATLAS Forward Protons) is a new detector system in ATLAS that studies
events with elastically scattered protons at very small angles. It consists of four
Roman pot stations at a distance of 205 m and 217 m from the interaction point
on both sides of the ATLAS detector.
I 4 Si tracker pixel modules with 3-d sensors (ATLAS IBL) at each station.
I Each Si module contains 26880 pixels (250 µm x 50 µm).
I ToF counters for background reduction in the far station of each arm.
I For data taking the sensors are moved into the beamline with the edge of the
sensors separated from the beam by 20 σ of the beam size (4-8 mm).
The first arm of AFP with trackers only was taken into operation this year. The
full detector will be completed during the LHC winter shutdown of 2016/2017.
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I ATLAS Run Control communicates with the AFP DAQ
FEI4
Linux server via ATLAS TDAQ software.
Detector
I The Linux server sends commands to the RCE
and receives monitoring data via RCF (Remote Call Framework).
I The RCE connects to the HSIO’s FPGA through a custom protocol called PGP.
I Configuration/calibration data/monitoring: via HSIO/RCE/Server.
I Datapath: via HSIO only.
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/AFP
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I All functionality is contained in a single Artix FPGA.
I S-Link and TTC interface are implemented in firmware rather than using
ATLAS-specific specialized hardware.
I Event fragment builder creates ATLAS event fragments, one per arm.
⇒ Flags desynchronized events.
⇒ Resets desynchronized frontends (during ATLAS event counter reset).
⇒ Dynamically disables problematic frontends (e.g. after SEU).
⇒ Keeps track of skipped triggers when frontend buffers run full.
⇒ Reports occupancies, error counters, and status information back to the RCE.

I Communication with RCE via custom PGP protocol at 3.125 Gbps: Data
up/down link, register access, fast commands.
Conclusion and Outlook
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AFP had a successful start as a new detector in ATLAS this year. The AFP
trigger and readout system has been performing smoothly and efficiently
within the ATLAS framework.
In the coming winter shutdown the DAQ will be upgraded to include the
second arm of AFP as well as the readout of the time-of-flight detector,
building on the same technology as the current system.
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Readout:
I Data transmission via 200 m of optical fiber ribbons (1 TX and 2 RX per arm).
I An optoboard between AFP stations in the tunnel interfaces between the optical
and electrical signals.
I Electrical cables of 8 m length connect the optoboard and the local trigger
boards (LTB) located at the stations.
I An ASIC on the LTB (hitbus chip) applies fine delays to clocks and commands.
I The LTB connects to the tracker modules via flat ribbon cables.
I The frontends are configured at 40 Mbps, and the data is read out at 160 Mbps.
Trigger:
I A hit in a pixel generates a trigger signal in that module.
I The hitbus chip on the LTB logically combines the trigger signals from 3 of the 4
modules. The incoming triggers can be combined as OR, AND, or majority vote.
I The combined signal is synchronized with the LHC clock inside the hitbus chip.
I The output signals from the individual stations are sent to the counting house
through fast aircore coax cables to comply with the standard ATLAS trigger
latency.
I At the counting house the signal is split and fed both into the ATLAS Central
Trigger Processor and into the local trigger crate. This allows for combined
running with ATLAS as well as for standalone operation of the AFP.
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I Versatile DAQ board with many high-speed and low-speed I/O channels.
I Xilinx Artix 200 FPGA.
I ATLAS TTC interface.
I RCE (Reconfigurable Cluster Element) mezzanine board: Xilinx
Zynq-based SoC with dual ARM CPU, 1 GB of memory, DMA interface
to FPGA fabric, two 1-Gigabit ethernet interfaces, Arch-Linux OS.

Hit occupancy in tracker module.
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Hit correlation between adjacent tracker modules.
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